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6th December 2011nullSome data about the capital of the Song dynasty.
Data:
fdbp:Song Dynasty ont:capital dbp:NanjinggThe capital of the Song dynasty changes.
Data:
fdbp:Song Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg
Update:
DELETEfdbp:Song Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg
JOIN
INSERTfdbp:Song Dynasty ont:capital dbp:HangzhougThe capital of the Song dynasty becomes Hangzhou.
Data before:
fdbp:Song Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg
Update:
DELETEfdbp:Song Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg
JOIN
INSERTfdbp:Song Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Hangzhoug
Data after:
fdbp:Song Dynasty ont:capital dbp:HangzhougThe capital of the Song dynasty becomes Hangzhou.
Data before:
fdbp:Song Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg
Update:
DELETEfdbp:Song Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg
INSERTfdbp:Song Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Hangzhoug
Data after:
fdbp:Song Dynasty ont:capital dbp:HangzhougnullSeveral dynasties located their capital in Nanjing.
Data:
fdbp:Kingdom of Wu ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg;
fdbp:Kingdom of Wu ont:ended 208g;
fdbp:Chen Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg;
fdbp:Chen Dynasty ont:ended 589g;
fdbp:Song Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg;
fdbp:Song Dynasty ont:ended 1279g;
fdbp:Ming Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg;
fdbp:Ming Dynasty ont:ended 1664gSeveral dynasties located their capital in Nanjing before 1368.
Data:
fdbp:Kingdom of Wu ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg;
fdbp:Kingdom of Wu ont:ended 208g;
fdbp:Chen Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg;
fdbp:Chen Dynasty ont:ended 589g;
fdbp:Song Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg;
fdbp:Song Dynasty ont:ended 1279g;
fdbp:Ming Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg;




FILTER (?year < 1368)
gSeveral dynasties located their capital in Nanjing before 1368.
Data before:
fdbp:Kingdom of Wu ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg;
fdbp:Kingdom of Wu ont:ended 208g;
fdbp:Chen Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg;
fdbp:Chen Dynasty ont:ended 589g;
fdbp:Song Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg;
fdbp:Song Dynasty ont:ended 1279g;
fdbp:Ming Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg;





FILTER (?year < 1368)
g
DisplayLinkedData(:dynasty)
gNanjing was founded on the site of Jiankang in 1368.
Data before:
fdbp:Kingdom of Wu ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg;
fdbp:Kingdom of Wu ont:ended 208g;
fdbp:Chen Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg;
fdbp:Chen Dynasty ont:ended 589g;
fdbp:Song Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg;
fdbp:Song Dynasty ont:ended 1279g;
fdbp:Ming Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg;




















fdbp:Kingdom of Wu ont:capital dbp:Jiankangg;
fdbp:Kingdom of Wu ont:ended 208g;
fdbp:Chen Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Jiankangg;
fdbp:Chen Dynasty ont:ended 589g;
fdbp:Song Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Jiankangg;
fdbp:Song Dynasty ont:ended 1279g;
fdbp:Ming Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg;
fdbp:Ming Dynasty ont:ended 1664gnullAn abstract syntax for data, constraints and updates.
Data F fg










j Update CHOOSE Update






j Constraint && Constraint
j Constraint || Constraint
j !Constraint
j regex(?variable;RegEx)
j :::The axioms and rules of the operational semantics.
(P;Q);R = P;(Q;R) P;fg = P P;Q = Q;P
Data;DELETEData ! fg fg;INSERTData ! Data
Constraint = true
fg;FILTERConstraint ! fg
Data0;Update0 ! Data2 Data1;Update1 ! Data3






Data0;Update0 CHOOSE Update1 ! Data1
Data0;Update1 ! Data1










:a < fn(Data0;Data2)The capital of the Song dynasty becomes Hangzhou.
The following two axioms hold.
Before: fdbp:Song Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg
Update: DELETEfdbp:Song Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg
After: fg
Before: fg
Update: INSERTfdbp:Song Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Hangzhoug
After: fdbp:Song Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Hangzhoug
Hence, by the join rule, the following Update holds.
Before: fdbp:Song Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg
Update: DELETEfdbp:Song Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Nanjingg
INSERTfdbp:Song Dynasty ont:capital dbp:Hangzhoug




















































INSERTf:next ont:journey my:Hangzhou to Nanjingg
g




























gnullHow long do trains take from Hangzhou to Nanjing?


























:stop2 ont:arrive ?arrival time
	
g
FILTER (?duration = ?departure time   ?arrival time)





FILTER?small duration  ?duration
g
SELECT:fast trainf
Hangzhou to Nanjing(:fast train;?duration)
SELECT:next legf
ASKfmy:trip ont:route :next legg




1. An increasingly relevant application; as more users contribute data.
2. An executable speciﬁcation for a candidate W3C recommendation.
3. A concise modular syntax.
4. The ﬁrst genuine operational semantics for a language for Linked Data.















FILTER (?year < 1368)






FILTER (?year < 1368)
gnullExample of rewriting a process using the algebra
SELECTa
8
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > <
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > :
SELECTz
8
> > > > > > > > > > <
> > > > > > > > > > :
8
> > > > > > > > <
> > > > > > > > :
SELECTx;y
8
> > > <
> > > :
ASKfa foaf:givenName xg
ASKfa foaf:familyName yg
FILTER (z = x + ` ' + y)
9
> > > =




> > > > > > > > =
> > > > > > > > ;
FILTER (z 2 `J.* Armstrong')
9
> > > > > > > > > > =
> > > > > > > > > > ;
8
> > > <





> > > =
> > > ;
THENP
9
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > =
> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > ;The same process as the disjunction of four processes
SELECTa
8
> > > > > > > > <
> > > > > > > > :
SELECTgiven family
8
> > > > > <




FILTER ((given + ` ' + family) 2 `J.* Armstrong')
9
> > > > > =
> > > > > ;
THENP
9
> > > > > > > > =




> > > > > <
> > > > > :
SELECTfull
8
> > > <
> > > :
ASKfa rdf:type dbp:Artistg
ASKfa foaf:name fullg
FILTER (a 2 `J.* Armstrong')
9
> > > =
> > > ;
THENP
9
> > > > > =




> > > > > <
> > > > > :
SELECTfull
8
> > > <
> > > :
ASKfa rdf:type dbp:Athleteg
ASKfa foaf:name fullg
FILTER (full 2 `J.* Armstrong')
9
> > > =
> > > ;
THENP
9
> > > > > =




> > > > > > > > <
> > > > > > > > :
SELECTgiven;family
8
> > > > > <




FILTER ((given + ` ' + family) 2 `.* Armstrong')
9
> > > > > =
> > > > > ;
THENP
9
> > > > > > > > =
> > > > > > > > ;